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ABSTR ACT
This research presents a general overview of performance-oriented architectural design and how
the rise of parametric modeling and algorithm-aided design enable an integrated environment
for project design, simulation and optimization. For optimization processes, one of the most used
methods in architectural problem solving is genetic algorithms (GAs). However, as the use of GAs
becomes more common in the architecture, it is possible to identify a lack of clarity about the
methods and procedures operated by the algorithms. Thus, this research seeks to contribute to the
field through the implementation of an open source optimization plugin whose method of implemented algorithms, a GA and a nesting algorithm, can be accessed for evaluation, improvement and
adaptation to other architectural problems. In the same way, it discusses the relevance of the openness and clarity of the methods employed in optimization processes in architecture. The proposed
plugin was tested in an experiment that verified the feasibility of the development of the open
source plugin and the efficiency of the method in solving the chosen architectural problem.
keywords: algorithm-aided design; optimization; genetic algorithm; nesting; open source.
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Schematic of the algorithm used in
this work.

INTRODUCTION
Currently there are several optimization methods being applied
to architecture in order to find appropriate solutions to the
complexities of the design process.
We present an overview of performance-oriented architectural
design and how the rise of parametric modeling and algorithmaided design (Tedeschi 2014) allow an integrated environment
for design conception, simulation and optimization. The present
research addresses the use of one of these optimization
methods, genetic algorithms (GAs), which are increasingly
popular in architecture due to their implementation in parametric
modeling tools through visual programming. However, as the
use of GAs becomes more common in architecture, it is possible
to identify a lack of clarity about the methods and procedures
operated by the algorithms proposed. This is especially true
because of the frequent use of closed source and poorly
documented plug-ins, where the complete description of
functionalities and operations is not usually available. Besides
making it difficult to validate the results obtained by the
optimization process reported, this makes investigations into and
innovations upon the sets of procedures implemented unfeasible.
In this context, the present research proposes an open and
free plugin that implements a GA and a nesting algorithm
(ArchOptimum). The GA is able to offer diversified solutions
with satisfactory optimization performance. Nesting is known
as the process of positioning cut parts on flat sheets to be cut
in digital manufacturing machines, such as the CNC milling
machine in CAD/CAM systems. It is common to compare
costs incurred against the quantity of material demanded by
manufacturing during the early stages of the project. However,
this research found no available free and open source nesting
implementations that could handle complex geometry pieces
that can be used in parametric modeling environments.
The proposed plugin was tested in an experiment that verified
the feasibility of the development of the open source plugin and
the efficiency of the method to solve the given architectural
problem. The experiment used an architectural problem complex
enough to verify the potentials, difficulties and limits of the
developed plugin.
The present research was produced in an interdisciplinary way,
involving researchers from architecture and computer science,
therefore its results reflect the cooperation of knowledge
between these areas.
This research seeks to contribute to the implementation of an
open source optimization plugin whose method of implemented

algorithms, a GA and a nesting algorithm, can be accessed for
evaluation, improvement and adaptation to other architectural
problems. At the same time, it discusses the relevance of
the openness and clarity of the methods employed by the
optimization processes in architecture.

BACKGROUND
The performance-oriented design process involves simulations
and computational optimizations, both applied to activities in
different areas. Although they dominate in engineering and
industry research, the use of these features in architecture
has increased because they assign more control, efficiency,
and variety of results to the design solutions. Performancedriven design is defined as the desire to establish performance
requirements that can be quantified so that integrated
multivariable optimization can guide and control the project (Shi
and Yang 2013).
There are optimization methods applied to solve problems
such as mass studies, façade design, building orientation and
positioning, thermal comfort, ventilation, energy performance,
structural analysis and cost analysis, among other aspects
(Machairas, Tsangrassoulis, and Axarli 2013). During optimization,
different simulations can be used according to the project's
nature.
The use of simulation software is not new in architecture, but it
has been increasingly used as support for design decisions. The
more that architects have information about performance, the
greater the basis for describing design possibilities capable of
responding to the initial problems, meaning that the decisions
made in the conceptual phases have a great impact on the
final performance of the building. One of the main potentials
for simulation in optimization methods is to provide reliable
information during the early design phases (Costa et al. 2014).
The designs analyzed in simulation engines are usually described
through computational technologies such as computer-aided
design (CAD), computer-aided engineering (CAE), computeraided manufacturing (CAM), NURBS-surface modeling and
especially parametric modeling and algorithm-aided design
(Coenders and Wagemans 2005; Keough and Benjamin 2010;
Machairas, Tsangrassoulis, and Axarli 2013).
Algorithm-aided design, especially through parametric modeling
and simulation engines, allows the model to be readjusted in
real time as the variables defined in the design are changed.
Through these applications, the usage of these techniques has
become popular in architecture due to the ability to generate
many design variations, as well as to simplify the connection
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between the generation of geometry (modeling), simulation
and optimization, allowing the phases to occur in an integrated
environment (Wortmann et al.; Harding 2016).
Genetic Algorithm

The possibility of an integrated environment and the
popularization of the usage of graphical algorithm editors
facilitated the implementation of sophisticated optimization
methods in the architectural design process. One of the
most used methods is the genetic algorithm often mentioned
in the practical and theoretical publications of architecture
(Broughton, Tan, and Coates 1997; DeLanda 2002; Oxman
2006). The diversity of results obtained through genetic
algorithms differs from classical optimization methods, since, in
addition to converging to a single solution, it can also present
a pool of different solutions with good performance (Buelow
2013).
Genetic algorithms were proposed by John Holland in the
1960s from studies related to mechanisms of adaptation present
in nature. The goal was to incorporate such mechanisms into
computational systems (1975). Goldberg (1989) defines GAs as
search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection,
which differ from other techniques by exploiting historical
information to efficiently look for new and better solutions.
Research Using Closed Source Optmizers

There is little research into which methods are most appropriate
for the optimization of architectural design (Wortmann et al.
2015). Despite the increasing use of GAs, few researchers
have reported on their methods, leaving their techniques
and procedure sets absent. When analyzing research that
has implemented customized optimization algorithms in
architecture, Machairas, Tsangrassoulis and Axarli (2013) noted
that much of the research did not detail or make available the
implementation process, making it impossible to conclude the
characteristics of these optimizations.
It is common to find research that works with GAs or
evolutionary algorithms that use plugins with closed source
code; as a result, the algorithms that execute the optimization
are not open to verifying the functionality of their operators.
This condition limits investigations and innovations in the set
of procedures operated in the application, making it difficult to
validate the results obtained by the optimization process.
One of the closed source implementations for parametric
modeling widely used in architecture is the Galapagos solver,
from the Grasshopper plugin for Rhinoceros. Through a
user-friendly interface and operations associated with visual
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programming, Galapagos provides a generic platform for the
application of evolutionary algorithms for a wide variety of
problems . However, in addition to having closed source code,
Galapagos lacks systematized documentation on how its
algorithm works.
After the rise of visual programming in algorithm-aided
design, we noticed an increase in the number of architecture
optimization publications using proprietary plugins, with
Galapagos being the most common solver in published research.
For example, Spaeth and Menges (2011) use performanceoriented design development through GAs to evaluate acoustic
and morphological criteria of a room. Vannini, Bueno and
Turkienicz (2012) developed a process for the orientation of
façades according to the potential of solar incidence to install
photovoltaic panels more efficiently, using Galapagos as an
evolutionary method. Camporeale (2013) applied GAs in the
optimization of urban growth from the analysis of solar lighting
in open spaces. Foged, Pasold and Jensen (2014) combined
genetic algorithms, acoustic simulation and material properties
in the development of a performative and aesthetic sound
architecture. Pasternak and Kwieciński (2015) applied a GA
and insulation analysis in surrounding buildings for the design
optimization of high buildings.
The use of a closed source optimizer without having access
to its operation can be problematic, since the specifics of an
optimization method should be based on the needs and the
nature of a specific problem (Coenders and Wagemans 2005;
Koziel and Yang 2011; Machairas, Tsangrassoulis and Axarli
2013; Wortmann et al. 2015; Wortmann and Nancinni 2016).
Therefore, if the methods and techniques employed in the
optimization process cannot be verified when using a closed
source plugin, then the chosen solution strategy may not be
ideal for the optimization problem.
Digital Fabrication and Nesting

Computer-aided manufacturing as part of the design process
has become an intrinsic component of computational design,
providing access to a production system capable of integrating
design and manufacturing needs on a regional or individualised
scale (Sass 2010, 551). The materialization of physical models
through an automated process is a feature that assists in the
quality of the end product independent of its scale.
According to Chen and Sass (2016, 83), many production
processes have seen a transition from a manual or semiautomatic approach to an entirely digital approach, with material
cutting as the most affected area.
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One of the most commonly used cut types is on two-dimensional
surfaces, for example laser, plasma, or waterjet cuttings and
milling. Nesting is the process of positioning cutting pieces on
flat sheets (such as wood and metal, among other materials) in
order to minimize the amount of scrap produced after the cut
is made by manufacturing machines in the CAD/CAM system.
However, depending on the complexity of the design, the
distribution of cutting pieces on flat sheets can make nesting a
difficult task, as shown by Chen and Sass (2016), who presented
three methods of nesting parts, which ranged from positioning
the parts to save material to positioning the parts to save time by
organizing them to facilitate assembly in cases of large projects
that have a high number of cut parts.
There is currently proprietary and paid software available to
deal with nesting in manufacturing and architecture, such as
RhinoNest (TDM Solutions, for use in Rhinoceros) and TruNest
(Autodesk), which places the parts that will be cut inside the
sheet area. However this solution requires that parts are
generated in a CAD environment and are manually selected and
configured within the plugin or nesting software.

design, fabrication and assembly information, as well as shared
code, written in visual programming through the Grasshopper
plugin for Rhinoceros.
Wikihouse is a construction system for simple wooden dwellings.
The construction system works with structural frames locked
with cross sections, which form a chassis that allows the coupling
of other components from the construction as internal and
external closing plates, windows and doors. The whole system is
locked with wedges and screws. All the pieces that make up the
house are made of wood sheets and are designed to be cut by a
CNC milling machine. Figure 2 illustrates the parts to be cut.
The project was chosen because it allows the authors of this
work to develop an open source plugin focused on a real design
problem with a high level of complexity. In addition, the chosen
design is appropriate for the application of nesting for digital

There are nesting plugins for parametric workflows, such as
RhinoNest for Grasshopper, a proprietary and paid option, and
Generation, a closed source but free plugin. Both do the nesting
in a generative way, allowing users to update the placement of
the pieces in the sheet as soon as the project undergoes changes.
However, Generation only works with single closed curves, that
is, nesting cannot be successful if the geometry has a hole or
other cut within its outer boundaries, which is the case in most
complex geometries.
Given these prospects, this research presents the development
of an open source plugin for the Grasshopper tool for
Rhinoceros, making two contributions: the first is the use of a GA
and the second is the nesting algorithm. Both can be accessed
for evaluation, refinement and adaptation to other architectural
problems. The proposed plugin was tested in an experiment
that verified the viability of the open source plugin development,
as well as the efficiency of the method to solve the chosen
architectural problem.

METHODOLOGY
Architectural Problem

As a case study, we selected the Wren project, which explores
a structural technology from the Wikihouse construction
system, an open source design platform developed in the United
Kingdom (Parvin 2013). The project was originally developed
by Architecture 00, and all its developers can be consulted on
GitHub's Wren code sharing page (Wren 2017), which includes

2

Example of an integrated and separate module building Wikihouse

fabrication because it is a construction system designed solely to
be cut into wooden sheets. The Wren project also encourages
the development of open source projects, similar to the one
proposed in this article, which aim to take a design that already
works and copy, adapt and share it.
This research proposes a free and open source plugin, which
implements a nesting algorithm optimized through genetic
algorithms, to place the geometries of the pieces on the cutting
sheets, considering from the initial moment the shape of the
housing and minimizing the quantity of wood sheets needed.
Figure 3 illustrates the nesting obtained by the proposed plugin,
which considers the geometry of parts with cutouts and holes.
Design Platform and Tools

The flow of operations starts from the parametric model of the
Wren code developed in Grasshopper. The variables used are
four: (1) the dimension in millimeters of the maximum and (2)
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3

Example of parts that will be distributed in cut sheet.

minimum domains for the height of the walls; (3) the height of
the ridge; and (4) the position in the x-axis of the ridge, all of
which configure the external and internal profile of the housing.
Some geometries generated in the Wren code presented errors.
Thus we adapted the code by including an evaluation of the
geometry, which verifies whether the input polygons are valid or
not. If they are, the individual is considered and it is computed
by the GA; otherwise it is discarded and new values are assigned
to the variables that generate the form. As the Wikihouse
construction method is a replication of modules, we decided to
use only one module, focusing on testing the formal evolution
and the planning of the parts for milling, thus spending less time
on computation.
The developed plugin connects to the code in Grasshopper,
accessing those variables that control the geometric shape of the
design as illustrated in Figure 4.
The plugin is developed in C#, one of the languages supported
by Grasshopper for application development. The plugin
communicates with the external application proposed in this
article (GA and nesting algorithm), developed in C++. The
communication between the C# plugin and the external
application in C++ occurs through writing to files. The external
application evaluates the generated polygons in Grasshopper,
checks the relationship between the parts and their wholes,
applies the algorithm of nesting, attributes a fitness value for
the individual and assigns new values in the number sliders that
control the geometric form of the design.
The motivation for choosing the C++ language is efficiency. The
benchmark of programming languages indicates that among
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4

Structure of the proposed computational tool.

the object-oriented languages, C++ is the one with the highest
performance (Fulgham, Brent, and Gouy 2009).
The type of parametric modeling supported by Grasshopper is
data-flow modeling (Jansen and Stouff 2015), which means that
the recursion operation is not natively accepted. To overcome
this constraint, the proposed plugin implements a strategy to
make the process iterative, so when the sliders are updated at
the end of each execution, the changes affect the housing model.
Proposed Genetic Algorithm

The execution flow of the proposed GA is shown in Figure 5.
The method generates a population of solutions called
individuals from the input parameters. Solutions are encoded
as n-dimensional vectors v=(v₁, v₂,...,vᵢ,...,v), where each entry
contains vᵢ ϵ [min,max]. The min and max parameters represent
the range of variation of the dimensions in millimeters that
forms the construction parts. Thus, each vector v represents
an individual in GA and the initial population of individuals is
generated assuming a uniform distribution for vᵢ.
The evaluation of the individuals uses a fitness function that
measures the sum between the total area of each sheet (2750
mm x 1830 mm) and the occupied area of the last sheet.
Therefore, the goal is to find individuals v with fitness value that
minimizes the number of sheets.
The evolutionary process in a GA consists of selection for
reproduction, crossover, mutation and selection for survival
operators. This process occurs until a stop criterion is met. In
the proposed GA, the stop criterion used was the execution
time limit.
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5

Flowchart of the proposed genetic algorithm.

During the runtime, tournament is used as selection strategy for
reproduction (Eiben, 2003), where p individuals are randomly
selected from a population composed of M individuals with p
≤ M. The individual with best fitness value among the selected
p is chosen for reproduction. Thus, the selection step returns
parent 1 and parent 2 through tournament.
During the reproduction stage, a recombination of the
information encoded in two individuals v¹ and v² (parent1
and parent2 in Figure 5) generates a new solution v (child in
Figure 5). The blend crossover (BLX-α) was applied, where two
versions were implemented as follows:
BLX-α 1: vᵢ = αv¹ᵢ + (1-α)vi²ᵢ com α ϵ [0,1]
BLX-α 2: vᵢ = αᵢv¹ᵢ+(1-αᵢ)v²ᵢ com αᵢ ϵ [0,1]
In the BLX-α1, the parameter α , randomly selected in the
interval [0,1], is the same applied to all entries of solutions v¹
and v² during the recombination process. In BLX-α2, a different
αᵢ value can be applied to the recombination that generates
each entry vᵢ.

During the mutation phase, changes in each entry vᵢ may occur
if the mutation rate λ is satisfied. That means for each input vᵢ
of the new solution, a random number β ϵ [0,1] is generated
and, if β < λ, a new value vᵢ ϵ [min,max]is set. Once the new
solution is created from the crossover and mutation, the
nesting algorithm is applied using v as input and a fitness value
is assigned (evaluate(child) in Figure 5). If the new solution v
presents fitness value better than v¹ or v², it replaces the one
with worst fitness. If there are no solutions v better than
one of the selected solutions v¹ and v² during 10 consecutive
generations, the entire population is restarted, excepted by the
best individual that remains in the next generation.
Nesting Algorithm

The nesting algorithm implements the distribution of the flat
parts on the sheet to be cutout through the DJD heuristic and
a grid algorithm (Burke et al. 2007; Camacho et al. 2013). The
plugin receives a list of the vertices from the pieces that need to
be placed on the sheet, reconstructs the polygon according to
the received list, calculates the area of each polygon and places
the largest ones in the smallest possible dimension through the
x-axis. In addition, the nesting executes three rotations of 90º for
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each piece, but restricts mirroring. The operations are repeated
until all polygons have been positioned in the available areas
on the sheets. If one individual generated by the GA cannot
be placed on the sheet, that individual will be discarded in the
evolutionary process by receiving a penalized fitness value.
Polygons with correct fitness values but geometric errors were
occasionally generated by the algorithm within Grasshopper;
for example, some pieces contained self-intersecting polygons.
Thus, the proposed plugin was adapted to bypass such an error
by discarding the generated solution that led to such problem in
Grasshopper. The most relevant result in this situation was the
plugin's ability to deal with closed-source problems, preventing it
from simply crashing or aborting execution.

performance of all the solutions over the execution time. Figure
8 illustrates two solutions found at each execution with the same
best fitness value.
The average value of the solutions found at the end of all
executions was 94.19925 m² of used sheet area, with a standard
deviation of 4.744687 m². The low value of the standard
deviation suggests the stability of the final result found from
different runs of the GA. Figure 7 summarizes the average
fitness value and deviations over time.

RESULTS
The proposed GA was performed ten times to evaluate
differences in the quality of the final solutions obtained, since
it is a stochastic method. Each run was set with a three hour
time limit. The executions were performed on a computer
with i7-3770 processor, 3.4GHz, 4 physical cores and 8 logical
cores, 8GB RAM, with Windows 10 64-bits OS , kernel version
10.0.14393; the software used included Rhinoceros version 5
SR8 64-bit and Grasshopper version 0.9.0076. The C++ code
was developed in Visual Studio 2015 Enterprise, update 3, Visual
C++ compiler 14.0, 64 bits.

6

The GA generated an average of three hundred solutions in
each evaluation, taking on average slightly over two hours to
find the best solutions. The best result returned by the GA was
obtained in 9 out of 10 executions. Figure 6 shows the average

7

8
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6

Average and deviation values of the
best solutions over time.

7

Mean fitness values and standard
deviation.

8

Best results obtained during the
executions.

9

Nesting output for the best
individual.

9

The nesting process presented coherent results regarding the
distribution of the pieces along the sheets, preserving the
relation between the several parts and their holes. Figure 9
illustrates this, where the red lines represent sheets, the black
lines the cut pieces and the blue lines the respective holes of
the parts. In addition, the pieces are arranged on the board with
a relevant performance for a grid positioning algorithm. Such
performance exceeds expectations for the nesting process
currently available in free implementations on parametric
modeling platforms.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The result of the optimization returned many options with
the same fitness value among the best results for all runs, ie
with the smallest area of waste. However, although the results
returned the same or approximate fitness value, the formal
results presented considerable variation. This fact reinforces
the relevance of the use of GAs in relation to other deterministic optimization methods that provide only one solution. In
the architectural design process, optimization methods that can
result in a diversified and satisfactory performance can widely
support the design decisions.
Although it is a known feature of generative and parametric
design, generating and evaluating about three hundred design
solutions within a few hours contributes to optimization methods
becoming increasingly used in the architectural design process,
because of its efficiency and diversity to provide solutions for
problems.

The implementation of the optimization nesting algorithm is also
an important contribution to the architectural design process. As
far as this research investigated, no open source and free nesting
implementations were found capable of handling geometric parts
that have holes in the Grasshopper parametric modeling environment. In addition, the need to verify costs related to the quantity
of materials to be used is common during the early design
phase of projects using parts-planning and digital manufacturing.
Nesting enables this measurement.
In this prospect, the experiment states that architectural design
optimization may advance if research efforts are also focused
on open source methods and procedures for verifying, reproducing and improving algorithms. That means as the architectural
problem is developed and results are partially obtained during
the optimization phase, it may be useful to change some of the
methods and procedures. In the case of an optimizer that uses
GA, for example, it becomes possible to change parameters
related to fitness function, population size, crossover and mutation operators.
In this sense, this research identified future developments.
Implementing a multiobjective function in GA will allow architects to balance and optimize more than one design aspect. We
also identified that another method of positioning polygons
in the nesting algorithm can perform even better, the No Fit
Polygon method (Kendall 2000; Burke et al. 2006) that implements all possible placements of the parts being placed that
touches the previously placed parts.
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In general, the contribution of this research extends from the
production of the plugin, which implements a GA and the nesting
algorithm, to the discussion about the relevance of the openness
and clarity of the methods used in the optimization processes
applied to architectural problems.
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